
 
 

Subsidiary of Schluckwerder GmbH, Carstens Lübecker Marzipan was founded in 1845 in the old 
Hanseatic city of Lübeck (Northern Germany), famous throughout the world for its marzipan. Like 
many other later marzipan producers, Carstens Lübecker Marzipan was at first active in the field of 
making tinned food. In the second half of the 19th century the production of Luebeck marzipan 
specialities was begun. By the turn of the century, the company was concentrating exclusively on this 
strongly expanding field, and developed into one of the most important firms in the Luebeck marzipan 
sector. Building on over 150 years of experience, Carstens Lübecker Marzipan ultimately perfected 
its industrial production of marzipan. For the benefit of the consumer, today over 150 different premium 
products containing the world-famous Luebeck marzipan are manufactured by means of skilled 
craftsmanship to the highest technical standard, and distributed around the world. In order to satisfy 
the consumer's demand for high quality products, Carstens Lübecker Marzipan relies exclusively on 
the use of the most carefully selected ingredients and well-proven recipes. In fact, "Marzipan from 
Lübeck" is today a high-quality designation of which the geographical origin is legally protected in the 
entire area of the European Union since 1996. 

Enjoy our classical products and our newest Carstens Luebeck Superior Marzipan Bars. 
 
Carstens Luebeck Superior Marzipan Rounds with fruit filling  
Enjoy our classical delicious varieties of Carstens Luebeck Superior Marzipan rounds with fruit fillings 
such as “Plum in Madeira”, “Cherry” or “Orange”. The excellent Marzipan rounds from the Northern 
German city of Lübeck combined with a delicious filling and coated with chocolate are individually 
wrapped and perfect to enjoy on the go, at home or at work for real moments of pleasure.  

 
 
  



Chocolate Bars filled with delicious Carstens Luebeck Superior Marzipan  
Dark and milk chocolate combined with a soft-juicy filling made from Carstens Luebeck Superior 
Marzipan provide a very special taste experience. Pure or refined with Liqueur d'Orange: A must-have 
for all friends of Lübeck. 
 

 
 

 
NEW! Carstens Luebeck Superior Marzipan Bars “Classic” 
As the latest addition to our large product range, discover four delicate Luebeck Superior 
Marzipan bars of each 12,5g covered in fine dark chocolate. Beautifully wrapped in a practical 
foil, these Marzipan bars are perfect to enjoy individually on the go, at home or at work, or to 
share with your loved ones. This new product to our Carstens Luebeck Marzipan assortment 
is also available in “Orange” flavour.  
 

 
 

 
For more information and products, come and visit us at ANUGA Cologne from October 9th 
until October 13th 2021, Hall 3.1, Booth A-70 or on Anuga@Home. 
 


